Grove Music Online is the leading online resource for music research, a comprehensive compendium of music scholarship drawing from the full texts of The New Grove Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 2nd edition (2001), The New Grove Dictionary of Opera (1992), and The New Grove Dictionary of Jazz, 2nd edition (2002), and also includes new and updated articles and bibliographies exclusively available online.

WHAT YOU CAN FIND
• Learning resources including subject guides, timelines, and opera indexes
• 500+ Sibelius-enabled musical examples
• Extensive bibliographies for further research

KEY FACTS
• Over 50,000 articles written by over 6,000 leading international experts
• Includes new articles from the second editions of The Grove Dictionary of American Music and The Grove Dictionary of Musical Instruments
• Updated with new and revised content three times per year

QUICK SEARCH OR BROWSE

1. Quick search from any page, with the option to search Grove only
2. Perform a more extensive search with Advanced Search
3. Browse all content, biographies, or subject entries
4. Enhance research and classroom teaching with the available Tools and Resources

ADVANCED SEARCH

1. Search within the main search tab, or search only within biographies, bibliographies, discographies and compilations, or videographies
2. Search only in Grove, or across available resources
3. Refine your search by category by clicking on the +

Visit www.oxfordmusiconline.com for more information, videos, tours, learning resources, and more.
SEARCH TIPS:
you can limit or widen your search results by using these search rules.

SEARCHING FOR A PHRASE: to find a set phrase, enter it in the search box surrounded by quotation marks

BOOLEAN OPERATORS: the available Boolean operators are AND, OR, NOT, and NEAR. Type them directly into the search box in capital letters between terms. For example: land NOT sea

SPECIAL CHARACTERS: you need not enter accented letters in order to find words that contain accents

WILDCARDS: wildcards * and ? may be used to replace letters of which you are unsure. ? represents a single letter; for example, entering c?t will find cat, cut, and cot. * may be used in place of one or more letters; for example, c*t will find cat, cut, and cot, but also carat, clot, count, chat, etc.

TEST YOUR KNOWLEDGE!
• Which Italian opera fuses Japanese and American characters?
• Where is the home of the contemporary country music industry?
• What do you call the style of European music composed between 1600-1750?

WHERE NEXT?
Visit the What’s New page to find out about the latest updates.

Discover more by taking the tour at www.oxfordmusiconline.com.